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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (80)

Hello Ciro,
You helped me with my last return, so I am hopeful you will again. I had
been sick most of the year with asc SR in 6th house, as well as Uranus and
Pluto. You advised I go to Saglek Bay for 2012 Return.
I am still struggling with some mild health issues, but MUCH better! I am
hoping for 2013 something more affordable, but I understand if not.
Mainly I am looking for good health for myself and husband and children,
stable finances, good stable family life.
Not too much to ask for, right? Ha. Ive had several yrs in a row with
12th and 6th house returns so I need something lighter!!
Thank you so much. 07/17/1976 12:58am Kokomo Indiana US.
Eastern Time.
Anonima from Indiana, USA

Dear Anonima,
I am very happy that your health has had a good improvement: now we
have to stabilize it!
It is not possible to reach all the goals that you ask, but we can improve
again your healt that is the most important thing: San Felipe, Baja California,
Mexico.
Best wishes.
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ASR 2013 San Felipe Baja California Mexico For Anonimo

***

Dear Master Ciro:
Santiago here again, I commit a mistake not telling you what of all the
Florianopolis in Brazil was the one that I got my airplane tickets (now I
know there is a lot of Florianopolis), my ASR is in Florianopolis BUT the
one in Santa Catarina (Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, Brasil), Latitud: 2735S, longitud: 48-34W).
Its more Southern than Rio the Janeiro by the same coast and is almost
the same as Rio de Janeiro as I could understand through the Google ASR
and other SR chart systems.
So I hope this position makes my SR a little bit better?
Would be worth it ? I think it makes the work of putting Mars on the
5th house.
Only problem would be the Saturn in 1st... but is better than having mars
on 6th no? an the index of risk was the same as Rio de Janeiro...34
Sorry for not being more specific I didn't know there where a lot of
cities with the same name in Brazil.
Thank you again !!
and happy new year!
Santiago from Chile
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Oh, Santiago,
now it is OK! Only Uranus in the 6^ House is not splendid, but you are
quite young and the next year we will make better.
Best wishes.

ASR 2013 Florianopolis Brazil For Santiago

***

Hello Ciro,
Just want to send a quick message to you and thank you for helping me
with my solar return for health.
I only wish I would have known the importance before 2011. You are
very right that nothing is more important than ones health.
I am going to purchase your book Solar Returns from Amazon, is there
another book that you would recommend for someone who isn't heavily
knowledgeable?
Again, thank you for your help.
Lisa from Indiana

Dear Lisa,
in this moment my Transits and Solar Returns is sold out.
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It will be available in 4-6 weeks. First of all, however, I advise you to
read these other 3 books of mine, in the inverse following order:
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***

Dear Master Ciro,
I continue to explore the best possible solar return for my friend with
data of birth Nov 19th 1970.
I just realized that she has a Jupiter that can be brought conjunct to MC
right here in US. I found the following 2 places
1.)Sante Fe, New Mexico - The issue with this place is that Ascendant
is almost conjunct with 12th.
2.) Kilauea,hawaii - The negative of this position seems to be Mars in
1st and Neptune in 7th but Ascendant is in 10th and Jupiter is in 11th.
Please take a look and advise if you think she can go a solar return
within United states in 2013? Your advise is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Neena
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Dear Neena,
I think that you have understand that the goal of any Aimed Solar Return
is to improve, positively, the life of a subject.
And how could it improve a person's life if you choose for him to put the
AS in the 12^ House, Mars almost on the cusp of the 12^ House and
Saturn surely on the cusp of the 2^ House of a man who have financial
problems?
And why, do you ask me if it's okay Mars in the First House, one of the
worst positions in the Aimed Solar Returns?
But what I just do not understand, is the fact that I have already
recommended several days ago a site for the Solar Return of your friend, so
why ask me to look at the alternatives that should be good for groped to kill
your enemy?
You do not trust me?
A warm greeting.

ASR 2013 Kilauea Hawaii For Neena's Friend

ASR 2013 Santa Fe NM For Neena's Friend
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***

Dear Ciro,
thank you as always for your wonderful work and your critical insights
which are so valuable to us bloggers.
There have been some questions about Jupiter on the blog lately, and I
also have a question.
I have chosen to place Jupiter in the 5th house of SR last year and next
year for continued enjoyment of my baby girl, and hopefully to find love,
which I do not have.
I am wondering if there are any bistable effects when placing Jupiter in
the same house several years in a row.
Anonimo

Dear Anonimo,
no the "bistable" Jupiter's effect is only for the 2^, VII and 8^ Houses.
Please, consult my Transits and Solar Returns.
Best wishes.
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